In 2011, Luc [8] introduced parametric duality for multiple objective linear programs. He showed that geometric duality, introduced in 2008 by Heyde and Löhne [3], is a consequence of parametric duality. We show the converse statement: parametric duality can be derived from geometric duality. We point out that an easy geometric transformation embodies the relationship between both duality theories. The advantages of each theory are discussed.
Introduction
Duality plays an important role in optimization from a theoretical point of view as well as an algorithmic one. There are several approaches to duality in multiple objective programming, among the earliest are [6, 11, 4, 5] . A discussion and comparison of these and further approaches can be found in [2, 1, 8] .
The concept of geometric duality introduced in [3] can be motivated by several arguments. Many approaches to multiple objective programming duality suffer from a duality gap in case of the right-hand side of the constraints being zero (b = 0), compare the discussion in [2] . This duality gap could be closed in [2] at the price of a set-valued objective function of the dual program. The theory in [1, Section 4.5.2] has no duality gap and a vector-valued objective, but a non-convex dual problem. In contrast to that, the geometric dual problem is a vector linear program, which we consider to be a multiple objective linear program where the ordering cone is a polyhedral convex cone C rather than the natural cone R q + . While duality in multiple objective programming had little practical relevance in the past, geometric duality has been applied in several fields: Dual algorithms to solve multiple objective linear programs have been developed in [9] . The multiple objective linear programming software Bensolve uses the geometric dual program for data storing [7] . In financial mathematics, superhedging portfolios in markets with transaction costs can be interpreted dually using geometric duality [10] .
The key idea of geometric duality is to define a duality relation between the primal and dual problem on the basis of polarity of polyhedral convex sets. This is a natural generalization of linear programming duality: Let p be the optimal value of a linear program, the primal problem, and let d be the optimal value of its dual problem. If both problems are feasible, linear programming duality yields p = d. If p is identified with the interval P := [p, ∞) and d is identified with the interval D := (−∞, d], then p = d can be interpreted as a kind of polarity between P and D. P is the intersection of half-spaces H + (1, w) := {y ∈ R | 1 · y ≥ w} over w ∈ D. Likewise, D is the intersection of half-spaces H − (1, y) := {w ∈ R | 1 · w ≤ y} over y ∈ P. This duality relation is very simple for the one-dimensional case (its the same as p = d) since one-dimensional convex polyhedra are intervals. It becomes more difficult for higher dimensions as pointed out below.
The theories we consider in this paper are geometric duality by Heyde and Löhne [3] and parametric duality as introduced by Luc in [8, Section 4] . We point out that both approaches are equivalent in the sense that one can be easily derived from the other. Luc [8] already has shown that geometric duality is a consequence of parametric duality. In this paper (see also [12] ) we show the converse statement. Both approaches have advantages: The parametric dual problem for a multiple objective linear program with q objectives is based on the natural ordering cone but has q + 1 objectives. The geometric dual problem has only q objectives, as the primal problem, but the ordering cone has a special form.
Notation and problem formulation
For a set M ⊆ R q and a pointed convex cone
We call a point x ∈ M (weakly) C-maximal if x is (weakly) (−C)-minimal. Throughout this paper we only consider two ordering cones:
and
We write
For matrices P ∈ R q×n , A ∈ R m×n and a vector b ∈ R m we consider the following multiple objective linear program:
For a given problem (P) with the feasible region S = {x ∈ R n | Ax ≥ b} we call the set
upper image of (P).
Geometric duality
In this section we recall the main result of geometric duality. We define the dual linear objective function by
and consider the following dual vector optimization problem:
where we set e = (1, . . . , 1) ⊺ . Analogously to the primal case, we define the lower image of the dual problem as
with T being the feasible region of (D), i.e.
To formulate the main result of geometric duality we use the coupling function:
For y, y * ∈ R q we define the sets H * (y) := {y * ∈ R q | ϕ(y, y * ) = 0} and H(y * ) := {y ∈ R q | ϕ(y, y * ) = 0.} Since ϕ(y, ·) and ϕ(·, y * ) are affine functions, the sets H * (y) and H(y * ) describe hyperplanes in R q . The duality mapping is defined as
A face is called K-maximal (weakly R q + -minimal) if it consists of only Kmaximal (weakly R q + -minimal) elements. We can now state the main result of geometric duality, which shows that Ψ defines a duality relation between P and D.
) one-to-one map between the set of all K-maximal proper faces of D and the set of all weakly R q + -minimal proper faces of P. The inverse map is given by
Moreover, for every K-maximal proper face F * of D, one has
Note that Ψ maps the K-maximal vertices of D to the weakly R q + -minimal facets of P and Ψ −1 maps the weakly R q + -minimal vertices of P to the Kmaximal facets of D. We illustrate geometric duality by an example. Consider problem (P) with the following data:
The set D can be calculated as: 
Parametric duality
In this section we recall parametric duality as introduced in [8] . We restate the main result of [8] by the same notation as used for geometric duality. In parametric duality, the geometric dual objective function
is replaced bȳ
Moreover the ordering cone K used for the geometric dual is replaced by R 
in which at least one w is strictly positive (respectively w ≥ 0), is a R q+1 + -maximal face ofD.
Similarly a faceF * ofD is R q+1 + -maximal if and only if the set
in which at least one w is strictly positive (respectively w ≥ 0), is a (weakly) R q + -minimal face of P.
In Figure 2 we illustrate parametric duality with the example from the previous section. + -maximal faces ofD, which are the three bounded one-dimensional faces ofD. Observe thatD intersected with the hyperplane {w ∈ R 3 | w 1 + w 2 = 1} has the same facial structure as D.
Equivalence between geometric and parametric duality
In this last section we show that geometric duality and parametric duality are equivalent. This means that Theorem 2 can be derived from Theorem 1, and vise versa, where the latter has already been shown by Luc [8] .
Let π : R q+1 → R q denote the projection π(w 1 , . . . , w q+1 ) := (w 1 , . . . , w q−1 , w q+1 ).
For a set F ⊆ R q , we set π
The following proposition describes the essential geometric relation between geometric duality and parametric duality.
is an inclusion-invariant one-to-one map between the K-maximal faces of D and the R q+1 + -maximal faces ofD. The inverse map is
Proof. Consider the affine function
and note that Φ(F ) = {γ(w)| w ∈ F }. The map γ : R q → E := {(w, t) ∈ R q × R| e ⊺ w = 1} is bijective with inverse map π| E . Hence, Φ : 2
. Moreover, the set of R q+1 + -maximal points inD is a subset of E. From the definitions of the lower images D andD, we obtain
It follows that a point w is K-maximal in D if and only if γ(w) is R q+1 + -maximal inD. To see this, note that the definition of γ implies From the geometric duality theorem (Theorem 1) and Proposition 3 we deduce the following variant of parametric duality. Its formulation is analogous to the one of the geometric duality theorem. Proof. Follows from Theorem 1 and Proposition 3. For the last statement, take into the account that Φ preserves the dimension of faces of D.
Finally we prove Theorem 2 by using Theorem 1:
Proof. We have We have (w, t) ∈F * if and only if F = (Ψ • Φ −1 )(F * ) belongs to the facê F := {y ∈ R q | w ⊺ y = t} ∩ P of P with e ⊺ w = 1. Since P = P + R q + , the elements ofF are R q + -minimal if and only if w > 0.
